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This paper examines the infant, early childhood and early

school programs of the religious communal organization called the

Societ of Brothers.

Begun*in 1920 as a reaction- to a world that produced WW1,-the

Society of Brdthere now has 3 communities in. the United States,

and cne in England. Since its inception communal ownership, adherence

to certain religioUs values, and the care of young children have

been important aspects of this communal society.

A child first enters the Children's House at age 6 weeks fox?

a few hours each day. Progressively the child spends more time in

the Children's House, including Saturday and Sunday morning. The

community provides schooling through 8th grade, at which time the

children attend the local pu'olic schools.

This paper examines the child programs, in relationship to the

basic beliefs of the Society, and the fact that most of the children

will remain in a community after childhood. An attempt is also made

to compare children who grpw up in communities of the Society of

Brothers to non-community children. The author spent the first 22

years of his life in communities of the Society of. Brothers.
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The Society of Brothers started in 1920 in Germany as an

outgrowth of an active youth movement that produced the kibbutz

concept, the Blaue Blume and Wander Vogel movements (Wardle, 1974),.

Members of this youth movement were searching for ideals, life

styles and beliefs that would produce a society where war was not

one of its products (or byproducts). A small group gathered with

Eberhard Arnold, his wife Emmy, and her sister to begin a new life

of brotherly love and justice (Society of Brothers; 1975).

From that small start during the aftermath cf WW1 the community

has grown to a total population of: 1200 people, with 3 communities.

.in the USA, and., one in Sussex, England (Wardle, 1974).

The BruderhOf ,(Eruder in German means brother, hof means village

or community) is based on strong'beliefs - Anabaptist, New Testament,

George Fox, the Early Christians, and the Hutterite communal trad-

original philosophy are children, their development and their

.. education.

Papers, studies. and books have'been written about early child-

Ohood programs in the kibloptz (B,:ttelheim, 1969, Spiro, 1958, and

uppiamondi
,1959) in modern communes, and Soviet collective child care

centers (Bronfenbrenner, 1970). This paper is an attempt to examine

the early childhood practices of a successful,'intentional religious
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community that.,has had th welfare of children as a central

concern since.its begining in 1920. The,Society of BrotherS is

more than 50 years old, ancl_therefore a large percentage of the.

.adults in the community today are second generation - some third.

Thti some tenative evaluation about the effect of the Society's
^. ,

programs can be made (Wardle, 1974).

This author believes that its valuable to examine the programs

of this society and to suggest they are different from other.comm-

unal child rearing practices for several reasons. These include

the central nature of the child in the value system of the society,

cthe emphasis placed on the=ion of the community's children

(as different from the Amish and Hutterites), the total, communal

nature of the Society, and the length of its history.

This paper will center on the programs that affect children age

0_to-v8 years, old. However it will also have to examine the total

environment that effects the child, and look beyond age eight - to

show both the continuation of the education system, and its effect-
,

iveness.

Central to the importance of the' child in the communities is

the religious values and beliefs that structure these societies. The

intention of this paper is not to evaluate relfgious education; but

it will be examined in its relationship to the development of

children in communities of the Bruderhof. It is one significant

factor that makes the Community pi'ograms different from those of

the kibbutz.

General Structure of a Bruderhof.

A full-size community contains from 250 to 350 people' of
o.

erent economic and social backgrounds, from laborers to doctors

4
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(Wardle, 1974). Some of these members are second or third generation

community people, others have joined during the history of the

community. Conscientious objectors, political activists, religious

idealists and counter culture members have all joined.

The individual family is the basic unit of the'community-, and
each family has an apartment with cooking facilities.' Two or
three families share a refrigerator and an area for washing
dishes. Apartments have no TV; radios are few, as are

,record players. All meals except breakfast and two family supp-
ers a week are held-communally in a large dining room. Children
below school age do not come to these meals..All members of
the community work within the community.(Wardle, 1974,p361)

-All money, property, land, industry, cars and food. are owned

by the entire community. All. positions within the community are

'considered of equal value dr status (Wardle, 1974).

The three communities in the USA-and the one in England are con-

sidered.part of the same Whole, Money, people, ideas, doctors etc.

are exchanged between each hof as they are needed. Whole families

Often move.

Each community is-located in- a rural-area._Older_buildings

(already built when the land was purchased) and newer ones designed

and constructed by. the community are scattered around a central

J.
meeting place. Acres of wooeland provide nature activities for the

children, and gardens and fields provide some food needs for each

community;

Buildings found.on each community include the dining roovrc

(seating up to 500) - for meals, meetings, celebrations; the child

411r

ren's house, school,. laundry, kitchen, store, offices, maintenance

ci2rter and shop (factory). Some of these areas may be in the same

building.

Although each community grows crops and vegetables they do ',Id'



grow enough to provide for the total needs of the community. This

is purchased, along with cars, materials, medical supplies and other

items, with money earned from the production of Community Playthings

wooden toys and educational equipment. All 4 hofS Manufacture these

products. The communities are self sufficient in earning enough income

to provide for their total needs. Originally farming was considered

the most 'natural' and consistent form of providing for the community,

but that concept was abandon.ed).

Communal Nature of the Community_

As a logical outgrowth of the religious beliefs of community

memberS, everyone lives together and shares everythirfg. As Eberhard.

Arnold wrote in 1927:

11,>

An inescapable "must" is what makes us live in community, work

in community, and let life in community. .determine everything we

do and think. ..,we. have been overwhelmed by a certainty...All

life created by God exists in a communal form and works tdward

community. Therefore we have to live in community(p1).

In a practical sense this communal sharint! exists in many ways.

No one ownsany propertri-large-decisions are made_communallyLand

tasks, joys and 'sorrows are shared.

The store keeper takes care of the individual family food needs,

and.providing food for the communal meals. The 'housemothers' provide

clothes, shoes and other basics. These are often distributed through

individual birthdays and other celebrations. A steward is responsible

for money matters and expenditures. He also superhses the community's

fleet of vehicles..

All members of the community work within their community. A.

work distributer assigns job positions according to skills and exper-

ience, work needed to he done, and whether the community _wishes-tha---

-that--partiCialar position.

Several times a week all members of a commnity meet to collect-
,

6



ively discuss problems, celebrate, and make unanimous decisions about

community affairs. At these meetinepersons are also selected to head

the various department. Communal decision making does not exhibit

itself in cumbersome debates on;small issues:-deligdted persons have

considerable authority, and issues that produce conflict at meetings

-are dropped until everyone can agree.

Only members attend these meetings and have imput into the decis-

ions. A member is an individaul (who either grew up in the community

or joined from 'Outside') who successfully completed the process of

joining the brotherhood. This involves a novitiate period and baptism.the

and the Community.

The Society of Brothers is a strange combination of the tradition-

al Amish, the sophisticated Hutterite farmer and modern technological

progress. Technological advancements are adopted only when they

`futher_ the basic goals of the community - telephones, woodwork machin-

ery etc.

Position of the Child in the Community.

When a 'child is born'the whole community of over 300 people
enjoys the fact that a tiny little baby is given - a mystery
that man cannot create or do, something God gives. And usually
on the day when mother and baby arrive hothe from hospital, the
whole community goes that evening and sings to'father, mother
and baby. (Arnold, H., 4 Arnold, A., 1974, p21)

Children are extremely important' in the physical and spiritual .

makeup ofthe community. Their birth represents God's power and love;
o

their simple childlike nature symbolizes the faith, commitment and

.simple joy of a true Christian. The 'children are considered an integ'

:gal part of the community. "..the education of theChildren was and

is-the central-part:of-a-brotherly life."1-(Arnold, E. 1976, p1).

So we concern. ourselves in a special way with children, because
they are not yet bound to the powers of evil to such an extent
as grown ups; for good powers lie latent in a child, waiting to
be awakened. (Arnoldi__E,_19761. p2)



,Education is considered' a- vital function of the community.

"A living education belongs izzi the midst Of a 'Lying ChUrch

community. Therefore the children's community is part of the adult's

community of faith,,whtl.e people live in spirit of true brother-
,

hood and service." (Arnold, E., 1976, p18).." From time to time

the children - especially ne older ones should eat with the

grownups; these mealtimes will be devoted completely to children..

....we should find wayt that will allow the Brotherhood and

the rest of the community to maintain a deep and living contact

with the Children's community." (Arnold, 1976, p18)*

For,th9etainder of this paper I wish to follow the child's

progression - frOm before birth to fourth grade. As I do so

will examinethe institutional, family and community settings

that makeup the child's environment. I will also examine the

ild's later status vis a vis high school, college and inter-

gration into the society (Society of Brothers).

The Child Before'Birth.

Several researchers have reported on the effects of the

mother's alchoholic consumption on the developing fetus.

(Jones, Smith et al, 1974, as-cited in Annis, 1978). They have

shown the effect of fetal alchohol syndrome in children of
-t

drinking m&thers. Even moderate drinking by mothers during the

begining stages of pregnancy can result in damage of the child.

(Hanson and Oulette, 1977, as cited in Annis, 1978).



Similarly research'on cigarettesmoking-also suggest a correl-

1ation between mothers who smoke and problems for the fetUs. The Nat -.

4onal Children's Bureau of Britain (1973, as cited in Annis, 1978).

has now found that babies of women who smoke during pregnancy have

z' a greater chance of dying sOon after birth and having long term effects

than children from non smoking'mothers.

MeMbers of the community very rarely "smoke -women almost never.

,Vety little alchoholic beverage of any kind in consumed by memoers

of the community - and again leSs is drunk-by womgn.

Rabin (1965, as cited in Annis, 1978) and other researchers

suggest that motivation of parents 'may set the tone for future

parent-child relations long before the child is conceived, and that

women dissatisfied with their social status or who are emotionally

unstable are more anxious and emotionally malajusted durin5 preg-

nancyi Sontag (1941, 1944, 196, as cited in Annis, 1978) inaicates-

this maternal stress can produce smaller offspring whose viability,

activity,. anxiety levelq,and 7.arning-abilities are affected.

Although it would .be difficult to determine the individual

motivation of mothers in the community, it is clear from the

position of the child in the community, the symbolic rela'tionship

of the .child to Christian renewal, childilkeness and the grace of

God, that the collective motivation .for children in the community

is very high. "We will realize thatany community whosevmember

serve one another in love as brothers and sisters, the children

must come first."(Arnold, E., 1976)

By the same reasoning it would be difficult to show that

moth e-rs-Inthe-community are under no 'emotional \stress. However

typically stressful situations that many mothers face are not present

9
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in women who live in one Of the coffimunities. Because of the comm-

unal responsibility towards money, food, jobs, medical security,

day care and emotional needs, the mother 18 not concerned with

worries,in those Rreas. Adult helpei's are even provided to help

the mothers with her younger children during the latter period of

pregnancy.

It could aAo be argued that because divqrce is not an accept-
!

.
able option in the community, and because male-female roles are

-yeti clearly defined, there 'Would be less emotional stress in these

areas.

Finally,,other zubstances and environmental situations that"

fight negatively effect the pregnant mother are minimized. Drugs

are not consumed, and medical attention is regular, Rrofessional

and non threatening. Diets are also prescribed and provided by the

communal kitchen.

The Baby.
Ls

A baby in communities of th,e Society of Brothers is usually

delivered in the lodal hospital. (In Paraguay and early in England

this was not so. Wardle 1,979a). "When the baby is six weeks old the

mother begins to take part again in the communal work; she goes to
(cimkzi-ev v,,ou5e)

the baby houseAduring daytime hours when the baby is nursed so

that she can' fulfill her motherly vocation with the child (Arnold,

H and A, 1974, p21).

During the hoursof the day while the mother takes part in the

community work, babies and small children up-to 4 years old are

very lovingly

A, 1974). All

cared for_in_ the 'ch.--i-Idren-l-s-h-6-iThe (Arnold, H. and

children from. 6 weeks old 'to 4 years old stay in

the children's house.

a

1
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This house is in a .central location, is surrounded by grass,-
haS hardtop. play areas, and. is away frbm busy rods..The rooms
are brightly painted, each in a differient color -_red, blue,
yellow; there is, plenty of window light dnd flourescentslight;*
and the floors are tile. All rooms are well equipped wit. hy devel-
opmental materials - mobiles above babies' cots, 'blocks and
wheeled toys inthe older youngster's rooms, original pictures
and group photographs on the wallS./Books and puzzles abound.
Thecchildren's houSealso cantains,a sick roomia small kitChen
where food for the bal4es-is prepared. Food for ghost of the
children is brought frOm-t_hemain kitchen

The baby will begin by' spending a few hours each -day in' the
children's house,.thetime increasing,until_ipe child-remains
from 9 am. until 5 pm, with a break from to 3, when,the baby
goes home. On Sunday the .child stays from ,10 to 3pm(Wardle,
1974, p362)

Some of the people who look after the babies have formal training

in early childhood and infant education. Many are mothers who have

raised children. of their own- Bedause children have an important

.place in community life, working in the Children's house is consider-

ed

.

an important job.

It is important to remember that people. are not paid 'or rewarded'

materially for jobs in the cOmmunity; Sd they can 'afford' to have

mature, well educated and motivated people warking,:With the children.

The women who work with the young children genuinely love them and

take their responsibility seriously. We feel a deep response to this

since we know each new life is a gift from God entrusted to us as

parents. A baby is born knowing only the need of love and food,

innocent of fear and hate, untarnished by the world. In our care-of.

the young child we carry the responsibility to. show him only love."

.(Shirky and Zimmerman, 1975, p27).

"I think-that what children acquire in the first two years is

the first set of social skills and attitudes they will begin to use
-4-

ADwith people - with 'other family members, and with other children in

true peer relations....He will learn, albeit imperfectly, whether

she. (caregiver) is the kind of person who gives him undivided attention



Or devded attention." (White, B., 1975, 01). So. the primary care-'

givers are very important. -A

Initially babies are, placed ineitheir own cribs in the children's

house. But soon they spend some of:their active awake period in areas

witli other children. "Even our youngest spend. most of the day in a

group witrothers-their own age, and,,ve have` the unique opportunity

o see the joy and response of the young baby to another baby. Babies

3-i.x) 4 months old will lie-in their cribsstmiling at each other; and

soon after, When put on the floo\ r tOgepher, will rdspOnd to each
, . \

other."- (Shirky and Zimmerman, t975, p27).
0 \ .

,

a The children receive social,, visual and.other sensory stimulation

from the other children in the baby rooms, .and from the baby's care-

giver. Because of the international.makeup.of the community the babies

are immediately exposed to accents and styles of considerable variety.

The first experience- on the fldor with the other.children.-is the be-

gining. of the"cdmmunal nature of education in the communities of the

Society of Brothers. More and more,the child will be placed in groups10

and will be expected to be unselfish' and fit in with the others.

When the baby_is not at the children's house evenings, midday

and Sunday afternoon - he is an .active*maMber of the family. During

these hours he 'gets undivided attention fromHhis siblings and parents.

Family time and family experiences are considered very important.

When people visit other people, socially the:antire.famy usually is

invited.

One to Four Years.

"The age' of one year to two years is a tumultuous time. The

child cannot articulate his desires .We provide a supervision

ratio of one teacher to 5 children, and physical:- activity that%.

affords outlets for energy." (Shirky and Zimmerman,. 1975, p?4)...
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"They enter very much into the seasons of the year and many

joyful activities of the community - lantern festivals, _Christmas,

winter activities, Easter and the coming of spring, new babies,

new families, and our ponies. They feel more and more a part of

the whole life and show it by their eagerness and trusting response."

(Shirky and ZiTie;rman, 1975, p26) 4F,4_

/fhme children are becoming'more mobile. They spend as great deal

of time outside. Groups of children can be seen visiting the garden,

going_ for. walks in the woods, or visiting their fathers at snack

time at the factory. Even cold days will find the children all

tundled up and riding (pony cart) or walking about the 3ruderhof.

The fenced in area outside the children's house has many act-

ivities for the children - 'the outdoor play equipment made by the

children's fathers, sand boxes, swings and trees.

Indoor activities include singing, simple dramatic productions,

and a whole wealth of art/craft projects. Story telling is pop-

ular. As is playing. with the simple solid wooden toys - trucks,-

(loll houses, blocks cooking corners etc. There is a balance of

group activities - singing, circle games, reading etc., and indiv-

idual activities - playing in the sand box; with the wheeled.toys,

or with anotl child.'But-children are expected to be able to play

together - share, not argue, and 'cooperate.

The children's house philosophy is very much influended by

Froebel (many teachers were trained at the Froebel Institute in

Germany). There. is also a strong direction not to expose children

to specifically acadethic ideas -7 letters, reading, numbers etc. at

this age.,A strong emphasis is placed. on the enjoyment of nature

and the love of Godt

13
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Every real child lives in and with.nature. Wherever he looks,
the living soul of nature is immediately obvious, to him. It
is not hard for the educator to show the sensitive child the
creative power at work everywhere, to point out the relation-
ship of unity in .nature. (Arnold,E1976, p39, 40).

"Children do not find God as nature itself, nor in nature. They

find him above and behind the whole of nature, behind the entire

creation - never in any one part of creation." (Arnold,°E., 1976,

p40). This concept is later included in the formal studies in the

way of, science, nature studies, conservation, bird identification,

etc.

The greater community's joy and invorvement with the newborn

infant is continued as he grows older. Picturds made in the. children's

house hang in the shop snack room,.in hallways and gathering places.

Dramatic presentations, simple songs and dances are given by child-

ren at weddings, celebrations and festivals. Each Sunday morning

is the Children's Meeting. At _this meeting the entire community

gathars to share the joy of thechildren. Songs are sung, .a simple
(-14 cct

story might be told, birthdays are acknowledgeA. Children,. families,

old people, and single people meet together like a big family.

kindergarten Years.

The 2 3i-ears (age 4 to 6) befora school are known Tas kindergarten.

Broken down futher, the first year is kindergarten, the next pre-

school'(following the German tradition).

.-there came afresh the realization of how ddlicate a thing

it was to help them make the transition from comparative babyhood

into the ever increasing responSib'ility. and sensitivity to the world

around them." (Clement, J.,. 1975,-)p46).

The next two years of Kindei"garten, before they enter the grades,
are busy ones for the.children.-There aire so many familiar
struggles to be continued. A listening ear, a trusting response,
a joyful curiosity, an inner ,respect for others,,an open and

14
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patterns, are introduced during the summer before the first grade

begins. (Clement, J., 1975, p46)

13

hones heart, go hand in hand with aquiring ne'/ skills and new
,'knowledge, little by little, of the wide worlc, and its people.
(Clement, J., 1975, p46)

By this time many 2f the kindergarteners will have one or more

younger broters or sisters. They will ben to take some responsibil-

ity for these siblings, as their older brothers and sisters have

ita with them. There is a feeling of belonging, of moving forward,

of regard for-one anothe'. (Clement, J., 1975).

"Before the more serious business of school begins these two

years of kindergarten are a time (which can neither be hurried or

prolonged) of free and spontangous play gradually channeled into

disciplined work. ReadinE readiness, number concepts, handwriting

During-these two years there is still much outdoor activity.

Fieldtrips will be taken into the woods or off the community's land.

On these occasions brothers,.(often parents of the children ) will

assist in driving and working with the children.

The School Years (First Through Fourth Grade)

"Entering the first grade is a big event in the lives of our

children. The whole community - from babies to grandparents

celebrate the occasion with them. One of the unique joys of being

children in community is this chance to feel that so many participate

in the special_, events of your life and that'you in turn can share

the joys and torrows-of so large a family." (Potts, M., 1975, p78)

"The daily lives of our primary school children f011ow a regular

pattern.. school .from.8:00 to 12:30 every weekday morning; then home

for rest and snack -time, and school again from 3:00 to 5:00.

During the schdol year this means .academic work in the Morning

15



_and craftsi-games, music, or projects in the afternoon. In the

summer both mornings and afternoons are spent working, swimming,

hiking, singing or playing together..."(Potts, 1975, p78).

'itfcourse the daily lives of our children are also filled with

the ups and downs af their .,struggles to live and learn and grow

together - struggles against selfishness,.argueing, meanness, dis-
- \\'

obediance, disrespect for\others, and struggle for a joyful, harm-

onious, childlike working together.(Potts, M., 1975)

Several directions that began in the earlier years continue

through school.. Some are expanded; others narrowed or crystallized.

These include involvement in the ongoing life of the total community,

integration of many subject areas, learning competency in basic

skills, learning practical skills outside the classroom, learning

to be selfless, loving and having 'a freedom'from possessions and

selfwill: and love of nature .and- the Spirit.

'Involvement in the Community.

"In the community the area of the child's activities as he:

grows up is the same as that of his future life. He helps in the

community.farm (now garden) and workshops;. he experiences the

contact the Church has with the world, and its living; fighting

participation in the needs and concerns of the whole world."iArnold,

E., 1976, P34).

al school children attend the communal midday meal (where

se :?.-thing is rgad espbcially for them). The older children (6

grade up) also attend the evel,ling meal (where serious books are

read and reports given). School classes take on projects - like

.participation in.the garden - and at about 4th grade the school

child spends one afternoon a week in a department of the community

- shop, children's house, kitchen, garden etc.



And the children continue to provide entertainment at celebrat-

ions, festivals and meals. Most of the children learn an instrum-

ent early on, and pai.ticipate in the school orchestra. The school

choir, drama groups and dance groups also perform. Often individ-

ual grades will present something at a celebration that they have

worked on at school. Art and craft projects are diredted towards

the community - to put in the dining room or hallways, to use in

guest rooms, or for the housemothers to give as presents at

Christmas or birthdays.

.Whole, families will also become involv,d in community projects.

These run from looking after the family garden to getting up at 6am-

to help pick thepea harvest.

This involvement in the total life of the community,both educates

the individual child in areas of vocational skills, work attitudes

and responsible involvement in the survival procesSes, and

'teaches' the child the religious values, rituals, forms and

ceremonies. It is very similiar to what Bruner talks about in
I

'primitive' societies, where systems are transmitted nonverbally

from one generation to.another. (Bruner,.d-Ca; 15a)

Integration of Subject Matter.

"In play and craftwork, the young child naturally begins to

shape matter and give it artistic form, guided by his creative

instinct For this reason craftwork plays an important role in our

educational communitY.,The brothers and sisters who ,do handicrafts

and work projects with the children are just as important to our

school as the teachers who have the task of awakening the child's

mind and spirit in the direction of academic work." (Arnold, E.,

1976, p34).

17
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"Teachers should immerse themselves in the subject matter in

such a way that the Spirit of faith, love, unity, peace, social

justice, and brotherliness sheds light not only on history and

aiturature, but, bold as it may sound, on all-subjects as well."

(Arnold, E., 1976, p35)'

What matters most is the process, not the subject matter. The

process - which includes the educator and those who are educated -

must be infused with the values and attitudes of the community.

Play also becomes an.important part of the child's school life.

As Dwight Blough says, "To see and experience children of all ages

freeley and completely enjoying the out-of-door8 in play, study and

work is ,a great' thrill and a deep challenge....I must "say that play

is a very.importgat part of the lives of our children.qT975-p1-06)--

Selflessness, Service and Social Awareness.

"It (selfishness) contradicts the child's enthusiasm which

itself is his unselfish. - devotion 'to others aid his natural feel-

ing for justice." (Arnold, E., 1976, p5)

It must be remembered here that the founders of -the community

(and the current membership)- want to educate their children in.

academic and skill .areas, -in the religious values and symbols of

the community, TancLin a sense of social awareness and concern that

originally crated the Bruderhaf: This is: very difficult-to do (some

claim impossibleY: The-Amish and Hutterites feel that educatiOn is

anti-.religious, and therefore educate their children only through

the ,eighth grade. Many people (Phillip-Eaz-elto.n) argue that one can-.

not develop an awareness of social inequality and hatred in 'children

Who grow up in an equal society.-

So an effort is made to integrate this social awareness-and

sensitivity_iht_o_the-chis school life. E. Arnold says, "It is

not true that children have no feeling for the suffering of man,

for the injustice and social guilt of our morld ...even these

chilri-r-RnAlhave a lnngintz for thP lifpoof a strimet.urbin, for the :18



frienship with poor children."(1976; p30)

"Therefore, such a strong spirit of love must be fostered

among the children that all-lack of feeling, all coldheartedness,

all hatefulness and hurting of others are out of Ahe question, even

when children have gone beyond'the stage of innocence."(Arnold,.

1976, p25)

Contact with the Greater Community.

As the child gets older his forays into the community around him

become longer and more sophisticated. Just as kindergarteners' would

have a picnic in the community owned woods, the children in the

first four grades take trips to neaby points of interest(outside

the community) and also futher afield. In Pennsylvania, where my

parents teach, they go to Pittsburgh, Washington D.C.,. visit the

Amish and Pennsylvania Dutch. (Wardle, 1974). Barge trips down local

rivers, train rides over the Appalachian Mountains, visits. to blast

lurnaces-and down coal mine shafts are all part of the child's ed-

ucation outside of the-classroom. Wile lived in England my father

delighted in taking .the Children to the Bou'rnville factory (chocolate)

and the Houses of Parliament.

Community resources, such as buses, money, -etc., are used by

the children when they go on innumerable fieldtrips....Extra'

people are used by the school when it is considered necassary (Wardle,

1974)

Trips during the summer take ,on more of a recreationalnature-

swimming, picking_bLiebe-rries--,hlkingthe Appalachian Trail etc.

Materials, Books, Packaged Materials Used in the Community

School.

As with any other school situation the content of the classes

and books changes over time according, to perceived deficiences.
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These changes come about for any number of reasons, _including

feedback from, the local high school (students attend the loCal.

public school beyond eighth grade), poor results on national tests

(Iowa Basic Skills), changes nationally, such as the move to metrics,

.

and perceived inconsistencies between the community, the community's

ThilosOphy of education, and the materials.

Following is a discussion of some of the materials currently

being used at the fourth grade level. Some of the programs are

used throughout the school. This information is from private corr-

espondence of Derek Wardle (the author's father)(February 10, 1979).

who is currently a teacher at the Pennsylvania community. He has

been involved'in community education (teacher and principal, England

and America) for 30 years.

Math: Mathematics in Our World, by Eicholz, Daffer and Fleenor;,

published by Addison-Wesley. (1978). This series is used throughout

the school - from preschool to 8th grade.. It is fairly traditional

0./1 approach, and teaches metrics as the basic measurement unit, and

uses Cuisenaire.rods. This program was selected after unsuccessful

attempts at using a 'modern math' approach.

Spelling: Basic Goals_inSpellirig, by Kottmeyer and Claus'.

published by Webster(MoGrawill)(1976). This includes some hand

- --- --writing and English grammer. It too ,is used for P through 8.

Reading: Ginn Basic Reader, 100 Edition, by Russel Clymer,

Gates'and McCullough. (1966). This series is used with workbooks

fron the same series, and is used for grades 4.through 6. First

through 3rd grade use, New Basic Readers (Scott -Foresman, 1965)

Both Of these series are fairly traditional approaches, combining

phonics and other metheds.
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English: EXploring in English by Hand, Harsh,Ney and Shane;

published by La4dlaw,1975. This program is used for 4th. through

8th grade.

'Social Studies: Our Big World, by Sorensen, Barrovis, and

Parker; published by Silver Burdett (1968). This is used in con-

junction with workbooks for the same series, Contemporary Social

Studies (Silver Burdett) and films, filmstrips,: study prints,

and guest teachers from the internatiOnal "membership, of the comm-

unity.

The above are the basic series of programs used. In addition

to previously mentioned areas of education beyond these materials -
voccatara t

fieldtrips, drama and choir groups, learniAg,skills in lepartments

- it should be noted that the teachers use creative approaches to

teach the basics. (Many are very experienced and bring ideas from

various schools o1' thought, such as the Nuffield approach from
O

England). D.. Wardle writes about a wall newspaper his class (4th.

'grade) workedon. Itinvolved stories, book reports, poetry, art,

articles on witterspOrts, children from other lands, community,

news etc. There was an editor and ectional editors, and the stud-
,

'ents worked on handwriting, punctuation, spelling, English, para.-

graphi. gand sentence Structure as' part of the process of complet-

ing the page
.

German is als& taughto all students in the first ei3ht grades.

It is Teinforced and. elaborated by German songs sung by the
entire

'community, by German playS\and singing presentations given by the
N /

school children ,to, the rest of,.the community. SOme of the :older

"members of the communit y' still ue,,German as
their favorite con-,

verational language.
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Fourth Through Eighth Grade.

As the children grow older they take More responsibility in

the community life. Their afternoon activities are more work-like;

their involvement in departments is more realistic. School work

demands more skill and persistence, but otherwise is a continuation

of the previous years. Math,.science, language, arts and crafts are

.

all important aspects of the curriculum at this age.

'Teachers in'''the.Community School

Most of the regular teachers in the community school have for-

mal training in .teacher "education - from England, Germany Or' Amer-

.WIWz4
AlMost none.are certified in the state they teach; 'and often

teach in areas inlhich
411;

hey might not be specifically,trained.

Woodwork, musical instruments, dance, choir, art and other specific

areas are usually taught by skilled'individuals who leave the reg-

ular workforce of the community and enter the.'school just to teach

those specific areas. There is usually a good mix of old experienced,.

teachers and new enthusiastic recently graduated ones in: each school..

All teachers are members of'the community' in which they teach.

High.school Oth.to 12th grade)

The students attend the local junior and senior high school for

their_instruct4n, but their.life at the community changes little.

Wheri they return in the afternoon' they work in various' departments

and are reabsorbed into `communal life.--The-highschool students also

spend time together as agroup -.preparing singing, drama and,other.

projects for the rest of the community, or enjoying hiking, swimming

etc.

Weekends the thighschool student working Saturdays, spending.

time with their families Sundays, and maybe helping a spe^cific family,
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old person or pr6ject. Respolisibilities'at hoMe, on the job and

in other areas:have increased considerably.

'There is almost no interaction between the-highschool-students

from the community and those from outside the community other

than during class (where the two groups usually have opposing

ytetA.T6m-16),

College.

One of the concepts of the Society of Brothers is the idea that

everyone who joins - including people who grew up in the community

must make a conscious decision to live in community (the joining

procedure involves baptism). It is felt that this decision can
. y

not be made in a vacuum. The individual must have some concept about

life outside the community, and he must be-able to survive if he

decides to leave .the community. So all Children who grOw up in the

community are expected to learn a specific skill or profession,

after they finish highschool. Some attend four.-year college, others

take technical training, still others pursue an apprenticeship of.

some sort. Very occasionally an individual will attend school for

more than four years - say in the:case-of a-doctor or dentiSt.

The_communitY pays for this futher education, once scholarship

and work-study opportunities have been exhausted.(wA hLkAti-5).

How Good is the Early Education of Communities of the Society,

of Brothers?

At the onset of this paper I pointed out that, 1) I wished to

look at the 0 - 8 year olds in the' community, and-, 2) it is imposs-

ible to separate-out the _formal instruction. and child care from the

totaLcommunity environment. Both these-factors must be considered
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when we attempt to look at the quality of education in the caw-

unit _A third.factor that must be considered'is the area of morel

'education. There is also-the basic question that needs to be ans

wered - for what are we educating? - before we can really decide

how good the education is.

" Iowa Test of Basic Skills.

This test has been given' periodically to the children at the

school in Pennsylvania. The children scored low in Math-and. th%

English section on Comprehension. (Wardle, D., 1979) The math scores

were low because at that time the school was teaching a modern math

program; the test evaluated traditional math. "I believe they

would 'score much higher now." (Wardle- 1979, p2). The English

Comprehenzion scores might well be due to a cultural difference

(see HiglIschool Satis--Taction).

Highschool Satisfaction.

oWq-get comments from the highschool that the students are well

prepared in the-abdli ta; rh-e-a-su-r-e-and_s_tu_ci y " prd 1

D., 1979, p2)

Ofcourse they lack 'knowledge' aboilt sports; 'champions, or TV
stars, and their.vocabulary is limited in such fieIdS; but
we regard (these) as at least non-essentials, if not detrim-
ental to a child'S,development, (Wardle, D., 1979, p2).

It was felt that more was needed in the way of science, and

this,has been improved in.the last years - espeCially for the 7th

and 8th F;rdes. (Wardle, 1979).

College Graduation.

A very high pe'rcentage of community studehts graduate from a

college, training center or apprenticeship program (almost all enter

such a program). For example-everyone who graduated with this author
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from highschool (1966) successfully completed post highschool

.education; and all six children in his family completed training -

the least 2 years, the most 6 years'.

VerTfew community students study -,TorF. 'than foUr years be-

yond highschool.

For What are the Communit Ch....iren Educated?

A hiGh percentage of children ,Jho.grow up in the Bruderhof

choose. to join after they-complete their post highschool training.

They enter the adult life of community members fully prepared with

vocationalkiits, a solid education and a profession suitable for

service in'the community. They are also well versed and aC,Ultura-

ted to the religious values and symbols of the Biliderhof, and the

social consciousness and sensitivity of a society.that chooses to

be on the side of the'downtrodden, the weak and the forgotton.

But what happens to those who choose to leave ? "Ufcourse, for
,

those who have Ercwn_uP in 'he community and then left, there is

the problem .of adapting to a different society." (Wardle, 1974, p365)

Training the student pursues after highschool is chOsen.based

on skills that are useful in th-. community - teaching4 nursing,.

-early childhood education and printing (they publish nooks). Law,

architectur**rittn9-1 photography, etc.' are not professions that

Community children contemplate pursu/ing. Obviously this is no

ptoblet if theyreturn.to the community; 5,t is only one of many.

problemS if someone decideS to.leave the community.

Cultural change,1,Culturation and the process of'selectinc,

rejecting and sorting values, styles, beliefs. and activitieS.one

wishes to keep and reject when one leaves one culture and movies.

into another arn clearly the subject of other papei.
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